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Abstract 

The current research presented in this review is important for understanding the least well known 

sensory system of taste and broadening what is already known about gustatory neural coding. 

The ways in which we value food can be more fully understood through research of the neural 

coding from basic taste sensations into the forebrain insular cortex areas where we give meaning 

to the substances we ingest and how this impacts our physiology. Peripheral and central nervous 

system afferent cells are known to play a role in the neural coding process based on specialist 

and generalists categories of neural responses to various taste qualities in the NST. Projections 

from the NST to the PbN provide evidence for the second relay pathway of the gustatory system 

to show that the taste signals converge into higher-order cortex areas for greater discrimination 

and better processing of taste information. Conclusions that have been made for lower levels of 

the gustatory relay are then applied to the fourth order gustatory relay in the thalamus in order to 

find any evidence for activity that gustatory neurons types found in the NST and PbN are also 

present in the level of the thalamus. Research surrounding the insular cortex is highly involved 

with the formation of taste preferences and memories that share influences with other limbic 

forebrain areas. The present paper follows as an accumulation of the current critical research that 

has been conducted on the mechanisms in the gustatory system that proceed from the NST, the 

PbN, the thalamus and the insular cortex for neural signaling in taste.  
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Gustatory Mechanisms for Neural Signaling in Rats 

The primary function of the taste system is to identify and promote ingestion of nutrients 

and to avoid ingestion of toxins (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009). The oral cavity is particularly 

rich in sensory receptors that signal somatosensory and chemical qualities of ingested food that 

are of critical survival value to the organism (Felizardo, et, al, 2009).  In the study of gustation, 

the range of sensitivities of individual neurons has been used to deduce the mechanisms by 

which a given stimulus is encoded (Di Lorenzo and Monroe, 1997).  

Two theories have dominated the current literature in taste encoding. Robert Erickson 

developed research explaining the mechanisms underlying the peripheral and central gustatory 

systems in which neurons are categorized into labeled-line and across-fiber patterns for tastants 

(Contreras and Lundy, 2000). The main difference between labeled-line and across fiber patterns 

is whether there are a few taste primaries for a specific tastant or an infinite number of them 

(Contreras and Lundy, 2000). In the across-fiber pattern theory, it is believed that the activity 

across several neurons is responsible for coding taste quality information. The labeled-line 

theory assumes that there are primary taste receptors corresponding to the basic tastes of sweet, 

salt, sour, and bitter through specific fibers types that correspond to the primary receptors 

(Contreras and Lundy, 2000). Neurons with “labeled” codes are thought to make up very few 

neuron types/groups of the peripheral gustatory system as this characterizes their well-defined 

physiological responses. On the other hand, an across-fiber pattern would involve more of a 

complex taste world consisting of continua of taste qualities in which the taste quality coding 

depended upon the pattern of activity evoked across a population of taste neurons (Contreras and 

Lundy, 2000). The labeled-line and across-fiber patterns are made even more complicated as 
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gustation goes further into the trigeminal and olfactory nerves which influence the patterns so 

they no longer are either simple or complex but somewhere in between.  

The chorda tympani nerve has been extensively studied for its role in taste quality 

discrimination for geniculate ganglion neurons qualified as either specialists or generalists 

(Frank, et al., 2008). Neurons categorized as specialists are closely associated with species’ 

nutritional needs that are in congruence with internal homeostasis regulation (Frank, et al., 

2008). Specialists neurons correspond to the labeled line theory of detecting tastes. Generalists 

neurons in comparison are more responsive to multiple patterns of taste qualities that is similar to 

the characteristics of across-fiber patterns.  

The present paper examines the current research that has characterized the mechanisms in 

the gustatory system that contribute to neural signal for taste in the NST, the PbN, and the insular 

cortex. 

Response Profiles and Anatomy of the Nucleus of Solitary Tract 

The relative sensitivity of a cell to a variety of taste stimuli is defined as its response 

profile. The identification of response profiles provides information on the transfer of taste 

transduction from the NST to higher areas of processing in the brainstem (Di Lorenzo and 

Monroe, 1997).  

Research of the NST is involved in the manipulation of the chorda tympani (CT) nerve 

gustatory fibers to show the role that neurotransmitters play in gustatory transduction (Li and 

Smith, 1997). Research for the NST has also explored the relationship between inhibitory 

circuits from the CT nerve and the breadth of tuning of taste-responsive NST neurons (Rosen 

and Di Lorenzo, 2009). This research may provide evidence for CT stimulation shaping the 

tuning profile for taste-responsive NST neurons and further determine whether the NST cells are 
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broadly or narrowly tuned across taste stimuli. Trigeminal projections are also studied for their 

modulating influences on the gustatory neurons in the NST in which cranial nerves converge to 

interact with gustation (Felizardo, et al., 2009). The following research of the NST provides an 

analysis of the trigemino-gustatory interactions as well as how these interact with the higher-

order gustatory relay of the PbN. 

It is suggested that peripheral nerve input generates an inhibitory influence on NST cells 

(Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009). The chorda tympani nerve sends projections to the NST where 

taste information converges with mechanical and thermal input (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009). 

Electrical stimulation of the chorda tympani (CT) nerve is known to initiate recurrent inhibition 

in cells in the NST (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009).  It is suggested that inhibition arising from CT 

stimulation may shape the tuning profile of taste-responsive NST cells. 

 Evidence found based on electrical stimulation of the CT suggests that the way that NST 

cells are affected by inhibition may predict whether they are broadly (long and variable latencies 

with long lasting inhibition) or narrowly (short latencies with short-lived inhibition) tuned across 

taste stimuli (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009). In which case, it was found that NST cells that 

showed broad tuning also showed weak taste responses due to a decrease in sensitivity (Rosen 

and Di Lorenzo, 2009).   

The majority of cells showing evoked responses to CT stimulation were located in the 

rostral central and rostral lateral NST. NST cells that showed an early peak in paired-pulse 

attenuation also showed short latencies of CT-evoked responses as well as high selectivity across 

taste stimuli. Other cells that peaked at a later time responded to CT stimulation at relatively long 

and more variable latencies and were less selective in their responses across taste stimuli. These 
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findings suggest that the peripheral nerve inputs are combined to influence the circuitry of the 

NST (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009).  

It is unclear in these results as to whether “best stimulus” indicates a generalized or 

specific neural response. Inhibition may also arise from neural structures that project to the NST 

(Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009). In relation to temporal coding, it is possible that incoming signals 

from narrowly tuned cells may be transmitted upstream with relatively high fidelity in contrast to 

the slow time course of inhibition in broadly tuned cells. This suggests overall that the longer the 

time course of inhibition allows for better modulation in which the neurons can forward the taste 

transduction message (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 2009).  

Tracer injections are used as well as electrical stimulation to find the projections from 

both CT and lingual nerve (LN) on gustatory neurons of the NST. Tracer injections provide a 

new approach that better circumscribes the regional overlap as well as the localization of the 

nucleus subdivision of the NST (Felizardo, et, al, 2009).  In order to measure the projections, the 

distribution patterns of the Fos-immunoreactivity (Fos-ir) neurons following CT nerve 

stimulation were determined in the NST as well as microinjections of BDA in the lingual nerve 

to record trigeminal afferents (Felizardo, et, al, 2009).   

The average number of Fos-ir neurons found in the gustatory NST was not significantly 

different in rats stimulated in the CT nerve and rats injected in the LN and this helps to confirm 

the method of testing used (Felizardo, et, al, 2009). Microinjections of an anterograde tracer, 

BDA, resulted in very little lingual nerve input to the caudal NST (Felizardo, et, al, 2009).  It is 

possible that the high number of Fos-ir neurons in the caudal NST may be associated with the -

order neurons that contribute to later stages of gustatory processing and this may identify the 

relationship between the CT and its effects on the NST (Felizardo, et, al, 2009).  
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 It was determined that CT axons end on dendrites, however, lingual axons end more on 

cell bodies of gustatory neurons (Felizardo, et, al, 2009). It cannot be proven that overlapping 

trigeminal and gustatory afferents in the rostral NST terminate on the same NST neuron. This 

research confirms that the terminal fields of the trigeminal nerve and the chorda tympani nerve 

form distinct but overlapping patterns within the gustatory NST (Halpern and Nelson, 1965).  

 It has been determined that the CT branch of the facial nerve innervates taste receptor 

cells on the anterior portion of the tongue (Miller and Smith, 1984). It is suggested that one of 

the limbic forebrain areas that receives gustatory afferent information is the bed nucleus of the 

stria terminalis (BST) that sends descending axons to the NST (Smith et al, 2005).  

The rostral portion of the NST has been shown to be an obligatory relay for gustatory 

afferent input going to the forebrain (Uteshev and Smith, 2006). Uteshev and Smith (2006) set 

out to determine whether cholinergic acetylcholine (ACh) modulates rostral NST neuronal 

activity to show if those cholinergic mechanisms could be involved in gustatory processing in the 

NST.  The distributions of voltage-gated (electrical stimulation) and ligand-gated 

(neurotransmitter) cholinergic ion channels within the rostral NST were measured based on their 

neuronal morphologies to determine where ACh may be modulated (Uteshev and Smith, 2006).  

It was generally found that voltage-gated currents and non-ACh receptors are 

differentially distributed across the rostral NST while ligand-gated channels representing ACh 

receptors were more uniformly dispersed. Also, ligand-gated inhibition that is linked to inward 

rectifier potassium channels was found to depend on cholinergic inputs that were distributed 

evenly throughout the rostral NST (Uteshev and Smith, 2006). It was concluded that the versatile 

action of ACh through inhibitory and excitatory receptors suggests an ability of rostral NST 

neurons to translate identical cholinergic inputs into diverse effects. This overall suggests a 
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psychological foundation for neuron-specific modulation of incoming gustatory information and 

may explain the diverse abilities of the NST to discriminate taste signals (Uteshev and Smith, 

2006).  

Another study tested the effects of inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitters, y-

aminobutyric acid  (GABA) and a GABA antagonist (BICM), on taste-responsive neurons in the 

NST using electrophysiology for better location distinction (Smith and Li, 1998). This expands 

the previous study by singling out specific neurotransmitters in their inhibitory effects. It is 

suggested that GABAergic neurons that project to the NST can modulate synaptic transmission 

through the brainstem taste nucleus (Smith and Li, 1998). The activity was measured for 

repetitive stimulation or spontaneous action in order to analyze the effects of the cholinergic 

system.  

Anodal stimulation of the tongue was performed in order to deliver repeated gustatory 

inputs to the NST in order to measure the effects of the GABA microinjection for this 

peripherally evoked response (Smith and Li, 1998). It was found that a dose-dependent decrease 

occurred in spontaneous activity when GABA was microinjected for the taste-responsive NST 

neurons as well as a decrease when these neurons were stimulated by anodal current (Smith and 

Li, 1998).  It was found that GABA-sensitive neurons have significantly higher rates of 

spontaneous discharge than those cells that were not modulated by GABAergic mechanisms 

(Smith and Li, 1998). These results however, did not specify their stimulus-best profiles to be 

either specialists or generalist.  It was concluded overall that GABAergic mechanisms mediate 

inhibitory synaptic transmission onto taste-responsive NST neurons as well as alter the breadth 

of the cells’ responsiveness to gustatory stimulation (Smith and Li, 1998).  
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Research by Lemon, Imoto, and Smith (2003) examined the effects of a sweet 

transduction blocker, gurmarin, on the responses measured in the NST for tastes. The experiment 

set out to determine how gurmarin plant protein affects distribution across known types of taste 

neurons and therefore gain insight into specific locations of sucrose-best taste neurons (Lemon, 

et al., 2003). It is generally believed that substances that selectively modify specific 

physiological functions such as eating behaviors are useful to understand fully how neurons 

represent sensory information (Lemon, et al., 2003). 

Gurarmin only proved to suppress the responses to sucrose concentrations and not those 

of NaCl, HCl, or quinine that represent salty, sour and bitter tastes respectively. It was shown 

that information from gumarin-senstive receptors is not restricted to a single NST neuronal type 

(Lemon, et al., 2003). This could also be true for other taste receptors in relation to their 

respondent NST neuronal types. The results of the data imply that some NST neurons may 

receive convergent input from gurmarin-sensitive and –insensitive receptor mechanisms that are 

differentially tuned which is due to the effect that gumarin sometimes differentiated across 

different sweet-tasting compounds within individual neurons (Lemon, et al., 2003).  

It has been demonstrated in many psychophysical studies that there are multiple receptor 

mechanisms for sweet compounds (Lemon, et al., 2003). This is most interesting in order to 

understand the possible evolutionary significance for sweet tastes especially. Various sweet 

stimuli have been implicated in cross-adaptation experiments in which increased discriminability 

between the stimuli suggests separate receptor sites (Lemon, et al., 2003). The hypothesis of the 

study was supported by results that showed that some receptor mechanisms are sensitive to only 

a subset of sweet-tasting ligands (Lemon, et al., 2003).  Moreover, the results of this research 

using gurmarin supports the idea that the neuronal representation of various stimulus qualities is 
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very possibly generated by a network of individual cells with various physiologies in the NST 

(Lemon, et al., 2003). This is in regards to distribution and response characteristics of taste 

neurons for input to taste –responsive neurons into the NST.  

The effects of adaptation to the four primary gustatory stimuli have been measured to 

understand the stability and organization of response profiles in the NST (Di Lorenzo and 

Lemon, 2000). Adaptation to the four stimuli was considered a tool of measurement in which 

taste responses could be recorded. Results of test stimuli were analyzed based on the magnitude 

of responses for before and after adaptation for each stimulus. The magnitude effects for which 

stimuli created were predicted to suggest broad potentialities for the sensitivity of the NST (Di 

Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000).  

Response profiles were organized into groups using a hierarchical cluster analysis to 

provide a description of which response profiles are most similar to each other to discriminate as 

separate types (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000). An analysis was conducted to prove whether or 

not the response profile of a unit was a good predictor of how its responses would change if 

stimuli were tested when the tongue was adapted to another stimulus (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 

2000). In this way, a unit’s response profile may provide insight into the unit’s pattern of cross-

adaptation.  

Di Lorenzo and Lemon (2000) generally expected the results to produce patterns of 

cross-adaptation to classify units based on their responses to best and non-best stimuli. It was 

found that NaCl adaptation produces the most widespread, non-stimulus-selective cross- 

adaptation while sucrose adaptation produced the least frequent cross-adaptation but the most 

frequent enhancement of taste responses (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000).  This supports the 

evidence for a separate coding channel that may exist for encoding the qualities of saltiness 
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specifically as well as coding channels for the other taste qualities (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 

2000).  

It was generally accepted in analyzing the results that by identifying those units whose 

responses to a given stimulus are most profoundly diminished by adaptation to that stimulus, it is 

also possible to specify the elements that are most specialized for encoding of any given stimulus 

(Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000). Moreover, this technique may help to identify units of the NST 

that are most vigorously responsive to specific stimuli. It was concluded that the across-fiber 

patterns remained distinct from each other following adaptation to various taste stimuli in which 

quinine cross-adapted to sucrose in over half of the units tested (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000). 

Furthermore, the ability of the NST to discriminate between these patterns may provide a 

neurophysiological basis for residual psychophysical abilities following adaptation (Di Lorenzo 

and Lemon, 2000).  

In a study by Lorenzo and Monroe (1997), the response profile for taste was defined as 

the relative sensitivity of a cell to a variety of taste stimuli. Individual neurons and their range of 

sensitivities were used to pinpoint the mechanisms by which a given stimulus is encoded. The 

results were displayed in a cluster analysis that emphasized features that were important to the 

conclusions for the organization of response profiles. Electrophysiological responses to NaCl, 

HCl, quinine-HCl, sucrose and Na saccharin were recorded using pairs of single cells to study 

the synaptic construction of response profiles from the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) to the 

parabrachial nucleus (PbN).  These tastants were specifically used to represent the four basic 

taste qualities: salt, sour, sweet, and bitter.   

In general, both NTS and PbN units are broadly responsive across the taste stimuli. 

Proportionately fewer cells in PbN respond to all four prototypical tastants than in the NST 
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however there are no differences in the breadth of tuning between the two structures. Pearson 

product-moment correlations of temporal patterns in the NST and PbN range from 0.79 to 0.94 

across taste stimuli. Response magnitude in the PbN is larger than that in the NST. There is not 

however, strong evidence for associations between response profiles among functionally 

connected units. 

The proportion of NST action potentials, in relation to the NST output, that may produce 

a PbN spike in response to a given tastant, may not be the same as the proportion of PbN spikes 

that may be driven by the input from that particular NST cell. Approximately one third of the 

NST spikes potentially result in a spike produced by the PbN unit to which it was functionally 

connected. There is a possible direct or indirect inhibitory feedback from the PbN or recurrent 

inhibition originating in the NST. The relative distribution of sensitivities across tastants is 

sometimes different. It is implied that any given PbN cell, regardless of its best stimulus, may 

receive input from a variety of best stimulus cell types, rather than input only from cells that 

share the same best stimulus.  

Cluster analyses of response profiles for the relative effectiveness of the connections 

suggest that the stimulus-selectivity of the response profile of a PbN unit may be determined by 

input from NST cells that show similar response profiles.  

Overall the research surrounding the processes within the NST are shown to involve the 

impact of the neural coding of response profiles from tastants for further projection into the PbN 

of the gustatory pathway. The studies presented here provide a various array of differential 

mechanisms that influence the NST neural responses such as the inhibition from the peripheral 

nerve, the CT nerve and neurotransmitter systems influences. The CT nerve in the peripheral is 

shown to play a role in shaping the tuning profile of taste-responsive cells in the NST.  
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The results of the data imply that some NST neurons may receive convergent input from 

gurmarin-sensitive and –insensitive receptor mechanisms that are differentially tuned which is 

due to the effect that gumarin sometimes differentiated across different sweet-tasting compounds 

within individual neurons (Lemon, et al., 2003). 

The magnitude effects for which stimuli created were predicted to suggest broad 

potentialities for the sensitivity of the NST (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000). Furthermore, the 

ability of the NST to discriminate between these patterns may provide a neurophysiological basis 

for residual psychophysical abilities following adaptation (Di Lorenzo and Lemon, 2000).  

PBN: Influences from NST and Higher-Order Processing Regions 

The taste signals that are processed through the NST determine what is then sent to the 

PbN for more complex processing of substance palatability and aversiveness. Postingestive 

effects of nutrients are beginning to take effect in this area of the gustatory pathway, however, 

the neural mechanisms controlling the feeding behaviors are largely unknown (Araujo, et al., 

2008). Literature has sought to discover these mechanisms and more specifically the role of the 

PbN. Oral and gastric inputs are influenced by the PbN and the cholinergic system as well as 

terminal field projections that come from the NST. The processes that occur in the PbN provide 

further insight into the mechanisms that control for memory and learning when the information is 

passed to the insular cortex.  

Taste signals from the NST are projected to the PbN through projections of afferent 

signals from the oral cavity and gastrointestinal tract (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). Researchers 

set out to more precisely separate the two pathways of signals using anterograde tracers that 

would begin in the NST and terminate in the PbN as well as further identify afferent 

representations of the two pathways in the PbN (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). It is suggested that 
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oral/visceral interaction may also occur in the NST along with the PbN (Karimnamazi, et al., 

2002).  

Projections that originate in orally responsive sites of the rNST are more evenly 

distributed across the medial and lateral subdivisions of the caudal PbN confirming previous 

anatomical research (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). Convergence of the oral and gastrointestinal 

pathways interacts in small populations of cells at mid-PbN levels (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). A 

relationship was found in which 15% of the orally responsive neurons responded to gastric input, 

which is in general agreement with the overlapping projections from the rostral and caudal NST 

in PbN (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). There is increased convergence in PbN due to larger 

receptive fields compared to those in the NST that is linked to the processing of the PbN 

supporting the idea of the PbNs role in integration in gustatory processes (Karimnamazi, et al., 

2002).  

Karimnamazi, Travers, and Travers (2002) could not conclude that there was certain 

existence of oral/gastrointestinal convergence within the NST, however it is believed that 

convergence between oral and gastrointestinal afferents may be more likely to occur in the 

posterior oral cavity than in the anterior oral cavity in which case the role of the NST would be 

previously underestimated which implicates greater convergence in the PbN and better 

discrimination (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002). Interactions that originate from second-order 

projections in the PbN may be more mediated through the NST rather than from descending 

forebrain areas than thought before based on the findings of greater convergence between oral 

and gastric responses in single PbN neurons (Karimnamazi, et al., 2002).  

The effects of dietary sodium restriction is believed to be involved in physiological, 

anatomical, and functional changes in the gustatory system that can be most clearly examined in 
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the PbN projected from the terminal fields of the NST (Walker and Hill, 1998). The terminal 

field of second-order gustatory neurons of the PbN specifically is believed to be resistant to 

dietary sodium restriction during critical developmental periods (Walker and Hill, 1998). The 

rostral pole of the NST was used to analyze the projections to terminal fields of PbN using rats 

that were controls, restricted to sodium or repleted to sodium as a method to test the effects of 

critical developmental periods of sodium depletion (Walker and Hill, 1998).  

It is generally observed that there was not a difference between the total volumes for 

patterns of projections from the NST to the PbN based on control, sodium-restricted and sodium-

repleted. From this analysis, the terminal fields of second-order projections for taste neurons are 

not susceptible to early dietary manipulations as are the primary terminal fields in the gustatory 

system are (Walker and Hill, 1998).  

Prior research has indicated the critical development for the CT nerve of the NST in early 

prenatal periods (Walker and Hill, 1998) implicating the effects of development of NST to the 

working processes of the PbN. It is suggested that the development of the nuclei and other 

neuronal processes play a role in creating the differences between the susceptibility of the rostral 

NST and PbN (Walker and Hill, 1998). Earlier research had also concluded that the time in 

which the PbN is developed depends significantly on the how quickly the NST maturates 

(Walker and Hill, 1998).  

Convergence of afferent fibers in the PbN plays a major role in determining the influence 

of sodium responses. This convergence makes the influence of sodium restriction much less 

profound than what is seen in the NST (Walker and Hill, 1998). Researchers concluded based on 

the present information that experience-induced alterations in the first gustatory relay are not 

continued into the following relay and this attributes to the timing in development for these areas 
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in the relay pathway (Walker and Hill, 1998). More specifically, the terminal field of second-

order gustatory neurons is resistant to dietary sodium restriction during development and 

therefore, the PbN is much less affected by the mechanisms that occur in the NST (Walker and 

Hill, 1998).  

In an attempt to understand the connection between taste and overeating behaviors, 

researchers have singled out the mechanisms behind taste and postingestive effects in the PbN as 

it is known as the area responsive to these effects. The PbN is generally known through sucrose 

intake measurements to play an important role in sucrose intake along with other forebrain areas 

(Li, et al., 2012).  The expression of c-Fos was used as a marker for measuring sucrose-affected 

cells. The PbN was predicted to play a role in the excessive intake of sucrose that is 

characteristic of obese individuals (Li, et al., 2012).  

The intake of dilute sucrose solutions is determined by multiple physiological signals of 

taste and postingestive effects. The intake effects of taste, excitatory positive postingestive 

effects, and the inhibitory postingestive negative feedback signals cumulate to create the amount 

of sucrose that will be ingested (Li, et al., 2012). The behavioral effects of the rats were used to 

analyze the signal’s cumulative effects in the brain. The intake of sucrose during the short-term 

10-minute test was due not to positive postingestive effects but instead to the alterations of 

palatability for sweet tastes that causes overconsumption in the primary short period (Li, et al., 

2012). Postingestive effects become altered in longer sessions of sucrose intake to either increase 

or decrease consumption. An increase of intake results through excitatory postingestive effects 

while a decrease of intake is characteristic of inhibitory postingestive effects (Li, et al., 2012).  

It is found that sucrose consumption significantly increases the number of c-Fos 

immunoreactive in the PbN for both diet-induced obese rats and those fed with normal chow (Li, 
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et al., 2012). Limbic forebrain areas are known as reward valuation areas that are closely 

associated with hedonic values for sucrose. The PbN, in particular the external-lateral subnucleus 

(el-PbN), is suggested to inhibit sucrose-induced attenuation (or a decrease in consumption) and 

therefore account for some of the excessive sucrose intake in obese individuals. 

It is still unclear however whether peripheral signals of gastric distension or decreased 

modulations from higher central nervous system areas causes decreased activity in the el-PbN 

(Li, et al., 2012). It is generally concluded that increased sucrose intake is largely affected by 

altered postingestive effects in which these mechanisms are insightful to understand excessive 

eating in obese individuals (Li, et al., 2012).  

The model of conditioned taste aversion (CTA) is a useful tool when researching the 

underlying mechanisms of the influence of the PbN in the gustatory system (Krivanek, 1996). 

The activity of protein kinase C (PKC) is known to be associated with acquisition of conditioned 

taste aversions to demonstrate the signaling processes that are involved in taste and learning in 

the PbN. In particular, current research is interested in understanding how lesions of the PbN 

affect the absence of CTA through impairment of learned acquisition or impairment of retrieval 

(Krivanek, 1996).  

PKC activity associated with CTA is measured in the PbN in accordance with the time 

periods of learning acquisition and retrieval. The distribution of PKC in the PbN at various time 

intervals is believed to demonstrate the areas that play larger roles than others in CTA formation 

and retrieval and therefore provide insight for mechanisms for the convergence of gustatory and 

visceral afferents for taste (Krivanek, 1996).  

Changes in PKC were found 24 hours after inducing CTA (Krivanek, 1996). This 

reflected maintenance for the memory trace of the saccharin that was used in taste aversion as 
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opposed to the activation of a memory trace. This implies that the absence of a CTA is not due to 

impairment of the CTA acquisition but instead involves CTA retrieval impairment.  

A main conclusion surrounding the evidence of PKC activity is the increase that occurs 

for this enzyme in the cytosol of the PbN following CTA that was deemed an unexpected result 

based on previous research that found cytosol to translocate instead to the membrane 

compartment (Krivanek, 1996). Overall, CTA formation is shown to affect PKC activity of the 

PbN however, it could not be confidently concluded that PKC has involvement in the entire 

mechanism of CTA formation due to the masking effects of the CTA-inducing drugs for changes 

that occur in PKC during shorter time intervals (Krivanek, 1996).  

A similar experiment was conducted using KN-62 to inhibit CaCMK which then indices 

CTA through the PbN. Using this information, the CaCMK was analyzed for its role in activity 

during CTA in the PbN (Krivanek, 2001). Lithium has also been used to experimentally induce 

CTA and was analyzed for its effect without the pairing of saccharin consumption for 

comparison to the effects of CaCMK. 

In an analysis of the effects of lithium to obtain CTA induction, it was found that 

CaCMK was affected in the PbN twenty minutes after lithium administration and enzyme 

activity in the PbN was inhibited by 30% and decreased at longer time intervals (Krivanek, 

2001). It was difficult to attribute the activity of CaCMK changes in the PbN to the acquisition of 

early CTA consolidation when induced by lithium. Therefore only the activity of CaCMK was 

analyzed after the postaquisition times of 12, 24, and 48 h in which the effects of lithium had 

disappeared (Krivanek, 2001).  

The results showed that CaCMK could be inhibited in the PbN with a single systemic 

administration of lithium without pairing with saccharin (Krivanek, 2001). The total activity of 
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CaCMK is reduced during CTA consolidation as well as it known that CaCMK may act as 

modulator of amino acid transmitter release suggesting that inhibition of CaCMK is connected to 

the induction and maintenance of CTA (Krivanek, 2001). It could only be concluded that protein 

synthesis is required for only postacquisition processing of memory as well as the conclusion 

that the acquisition and maintenance of CTA are somehow linked to CaCMK (Krivanek, 2001). 

Petr, Jiri, and Karel (2006) studied the changes of serotonin and dopamine in the PbN 

during CTA. The paradigm of CTA is important an important learning mechanism that protects 

the animal from ingesting harmful substances and this learning takes only one trial to fully form 

(Petr, et al., 2006).  The PbN receives descending fibers from higher gustatory relays such as the 

gustatory cortex and therefore is closely associated with the serotonin system that has been 

demonstrated as playing a large role in CTA formation (Petr, et al., 2006). Serotonin is suggested 

to induce and enhance CTA (Petr, et al., 2006).  

Lesions in dopaminergic systems have been shown to interfere with dopamine 

transmission during CTA (Petr, et al., 2006). Researchers expected that serotonin would 

participate in CTA formation only when it was induced by the US or CS alone is activated by the 

pairing of CS –US (Petr, et al., 2006). These results can be applied to further understanding the 

mechanisms of the PbN in relation to encoding of taste signals in the gustatory system.  

Serotonin is enhanced when saccharin and lithium are introduced alone but there was not 

an effect when the two were paired together (lithium applied after saccharin intake) (Petr, et al., 

2006). The main conclusion was there was no effect of serotonin involvement in the acquisition 

of CTA however a further suggestion was the participation of serotonin in the processing of the 

new stimuli at the level of the PbN and not in engram formation (Petr, et al., 2006).  
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Glutamate was measured by microdialysis and it was concluded to be involved in the 

acquisition of CTA (Petr, et al., 2006). Dopamine appeared to not be involved in the process of 

CTA. Overall, the processes of CTA in relation to serotonin in the PbN are separate and complex 

phenomenon that influences many aspects of behavior in dealing with the gustatory system and 

participation of serotonin in CTA acquisition is deemed unlikely (Petr, et al., 2006).   

Previous research has narrowed down the importance of serotonergic inhibitory 

mechanisms in the lateral PbN (LPbN) for its effects of controlling sodium and water intake (De 

Gobbi, et al., 2005). A subtype of serotonin 5-HT (1A) was investigated through bilateral 

injections of its receptor agonist, tetralin to analyze the effects of water and sodium intake in rats. 

A serotonin antagonist was also used to compare the intake effects.  

It was concluded that the subtype of serotonin (5-HT1A) stimulated in the LPbN 

increases the ingestion of 0.3 M of sodium solution in fluid-depleted animals through bilateral 

injections of the agonist (De Gobbi, et al., 2005). The agonist of the serotonin subtype thereby 

produces a selective and site-specific enhancement of 0.3 M of sodium intake by acting on the 

receptors in the LPbN (De Gobbi, et al., 2005). It was further suggested that serotonin released 

into the LPbN acts on serotonergic subtype receptors that inhibits sodium intake (De Gobbi, et 

al., 2005).  

Another effect was found in which serotonin was replaced into the LPbN which activated 

inhibitory mechanisms and prevents the effects of serotonin subtypes which suggests that the 

serotonin subtypes interfered with the release of serotonin in the LPbN. Therefore it is possible 

that the inhibition of sodium intake by serotonin injections depends on actions on serotonin 

subtype receptors (De Gobbi, et al., 2005).  
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The deactivation of serotonergic inhibitory mechanisms are suggested by this research to 

be important for inducing sodium appetite and thirst as it is an biologically important mechanism 

in order to seek out the sodium nutrients that animals do not create themselves (De Gobbi, et al., 

2005). The release of serotonin in the LPbN is also important to engage inhibitory mechanisms 

to decrease sodium and water intake as too much intake can be dangerous to the animal’s health 

(De Gobbi, et al., 2005). The inhibitory mechanism findings can be used to understand the role 

of the PbN in transducing the neural code to create better discrimination of substances for 

ingestion.  

Research conducted specifically for the effects of glutamate in the PbN during CTA 

further expands the idea that neurotransmitter regions in the brain contribute to the mechanisms 

of the PbN in the gustatory system (Bielavska, et al., 2000). The effects of both lithium alone and 

saccharin ingestion alone were used to stimulate changes in glutamate as well as provide insight 

into the connections between gustatory neural pathways and the neurotransmitter systems related 

to higher secondary cortex processes.  

Previous research results were obtained indirectly for glutamatergic transmission in CTA 

and still no attempt has been made to measure glutamate changes directly during CTA 

acquisition until the present study (Bielavska, et al., 2000). The extracellular glutamate was 

measured for changes based on lithium presented alone, saccharin ingested alone, or the 

administration of the two (Bielavska, et al., 2000).   

Glutamate concentrations reached 80% above baseline levels after saccharin ingestion 

alone and concentrations reached 90 and 67% in the second and third fractions after lithium was 

administered alone (Bielavska, et al., 2000).  The administration of lithium though after the onset 

of saccharin intake produced glutamate levels that rose significantly by 95% of baseline levels. It 
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was thereby suggested that the traces of saccharin provide facilitation for the effects of lithium 

when administered together in CTA for the concentrations of glutamate (Bielavska, et al., 2000).  

Because the PbN is a proposed site for extracellular glutamate to form, the role of the 

excitatory neurotransmitter can possibly be monitored during CTA and direct evidence for the 

role of glutamate can be confirmed (Bielavska, et al., 2000). These conclusions can be further 

extended to include the roles of other NMDA receptors involved in the mechanisms of the PbN 

in CTA formation (Bielavska, et al., 2000).  

The research presented suggests that there is increased convergence in PbN due to larger 

receptive fields compared to those in the NST that is linked to the processing of the PbN, 

supporting the idea of the PbNs role in integration in gustatory processes (Karimnamazi, et al., 

2002). Researchers concluded based on the present information that experienced-induced 

alterations in the first gustatory relay are not continued into the following relay and this 

attributed to the timing in development for these areas in the relay pathway (Walker and Hill, 

1995).  

It is generally concluded that increased sucrose intake is largely affected by altered 

postingestive effects in which these mechanisms are important to understand excessive eating in 

obese individuals (Li, et al., 2012). These mechanisms were explained through neural coding of 

discriminatory convergence in the PbN.  

CTA formation is largely researched for its connection to the postingestive effects that 

can be altered by neuronal fields in the gustatory system. CTA is shown to affect PKC activity of 

the PbN however, it could not be confidently concluded that PKC has involvement in the entire 

mechanism of CTA formation due to the masking effects of the CTA-inducing drugs for changes 

that occur in PKC during shorter time intervals (Krivanek, 1996). It could only be concluded that 
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protein synthesis is required for only postacquisition processing of memory as well as the 

conclusion that the acquisition and maintenance of CTA are somehow linked to CaCMK 

(Krivanek, 2001).  

Overall, the processes of CTA in relation to serotonin in the PbN are separate and 

complex phenomenon that influences many aspects of behavior in dealing with the gustatory 

system and participation of serotonin in CTA acquisition is deemed unlikely (Petr, et al., 2006).  

Because the PbN is a proposed site for extracellular glutamate to form, the role of the excitatory 

neurotransmitter can possibly be monitored during CTA and direct evidence for the role of 

glutamate can be confirmed (Bielavska, et al., 2000). 

Projections to and Influence of the Insular Cortex  

 The insular cortex is generally found to be the area of the gustatory system that plays a 

significant role in flavor-guided behavior (Cubero and Puerto, 2000). This learned behavior 

becomes very important for an animal as a lack of recognition of a taste’s consequences could 

potentially cause ingestion of a dangerous substance and thus harm the animal’s chance for 

survival (Gutierrez, et al., 2003). Evidence of neural coding in the insular cortex suggests 

amygdaloid neurons activate lower brainstem NST neurons to influence eating and drinking 

behaviors (Rolls, 1973). Mechanisms for neural coding in the insular cortex are highly 

influenced by cholinergic systems of the gustatory system in responding to the projections from 

the NST and PbN. The insular cortex is an area responsible for consolidation of learned 

behaviors and in turn influencing the incoming projections of the brainstem area.  

 Neural coding was studied in the insular cortex by Rolls in which the refractory periods 

of neurons were measured in relation to eating and drinking in the rat (1973). They found that the 

absolute refractory periods of neurons that are directly excited in eating and drinking occur 
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between .50 and .70 msec. in the lateral hypothalamus as part of the brainstem is involved in 

stimulus-bound eating and drinking behaviors (Rolls, 1973).  The results suggest further research 

to test whether the eating and drinking are elicited through different neurons with similar 

characteristics or that eating and drinking are elicited through the same neurons. It was 

concluded that the latency measure probably does not reflect general arousal but does appear to 

reflect some aspect of eating and drinking (Rolls, 1973). Overall, these results suggest that the 

temporal characteristics of neurons may be connected to the location and purpose of higher-order 

neurons in gustatory coding.  

Naor and Dudai (1996) studied the effects of impairment of cholinergic function the 

insular cortex in relationship to the acquisition of taste encoding disruption in CTA. These 

researchers have demonstrated previously that inhibition of protein synthesis due to the 

dysfunction of cholinergic systems in the insular cortex blocks CTA retrieval of memories (Naor 

and Dudai, 1996).  

Their main purpose was in determining the neurotransmitters of certain neuromodulatory 

systems that assist the encoding for tastes in the insular cortex as well as their roles in CTA 

formation (Naor and Dudai, 1996). It is suggested from the data that the cholinergic system plays 

a role in encoding the conditioned stimulus in the insular cortex, providing evidence of a role for 

the insular cortex in CTA learning (Naor and Dudai, 1996).  

Cholinergic inhibition in the insular cortex proved to show no effect on the sensory, 

motor, motivational or retrieval processes that were involved with the unconditioned stimulus of 

drinking saccharin or avoiding it when it became associated with malaise (Naor and Dudai, 

1996). The study concluded that the cholinergic system possibly contributes to the representation 

of the novelty of taste as opposed to the representations of the sensory attributes of the taste in 
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order to explain how the insular cortex only serves to encode the CS but not the USC or the 

association between the two in CTA (Naor and Dudai, 1996).   

A study by Clark and Bernstein (2009) used the cholinergic activity in the gustatory 

cortex to analyze the salience of a familiar conditioned stimulus in CTA. Extracellular 

acetylcholine (ACh) levels are known to increase when gustatory neurons are exposed to novel 

tastes (Clark and Bernstein, 2009). Usually the cholinergic system is responsible for encoding 

novel stimuli, however is was a question for researchers of whether or not the cholinergic 

activation could produce CTA formation with a familiar taste (Clark and Bernstein, 2009). 

Carbachol, a direct cholinergic agonist, was infused into the insular cortex before the formation 

of CTA and the familiar tastants were predicted to be treated as salient targets for aversion 

learning (Clark and Bernstein, 2009).  

It is suggested from prior research to this study that ACh activity in the insular cortex is 

critical for taste processing and for CTA acquisition (Clark and Bernstein, 2009). Without the 

ACh activity in the insular cortex, CTA acquisition is impaired and the attenuation of novel 

tastes to become familiar is prevented.  

Infusing a cholinergic agonist was predicted to determine a familiar taste as a novel one 

and create a salient target for aversion learning of the previous familiar taste (Clark and 

Bernstein, 2009). Fos-like immunoreactivity (FLI) was measured as an indication of neuronal 

activity as the effects of carbachol infusions were monitored in producing changes for FLI before 

and after pairing of stimuli associated with CTA. The increase of FLI would show that a familiar 

pairing was similarly expressed as a novel stimulus pairing (Clark and Bernstein, 2009).  

A main finding of this research was that carbachol infusions did not seem to affect 

immediate recognition of a familiar taste, however rats were still able to form a CTA to the 
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familiar taste as though it were novel (Clark and Bernstein, 2009). It is suggested that while the 

cortical cholinergic system affects the formation of CS-US pairings it may not be fully involved 

in the earliest processes of in which taste recognition is does not turn novel tastes in to familiar 

ones (Clark and Bernstein, 2009). Researchers concluded overall that the cortical cholinergic 

system is critically involved in taste processing and CTA acquisition (Clark and Bernstein, 

2009).  

CTA formation has also been implicated in the cortical cholinergic system with research 

evidence for two distinct processes involved to determine whether muscarinic receptors 

participate differentially in the formation of CTA and the attenuation of novel tastes into familiar 

ones (Gutierrez, et al., 2003). The degree to which the two processes interact in the insular cortex 

was believed to determine the degree of aversion or preference for a novel taste (Gutierrez, et al., 

2003).  

	 Temporal characteristics of the taste memory trace were examined to better understand 

the participation of the muscarinic receptors based on time-dependent variables of whether or not 

aversive signals were present (Gutierrez, et al., 2003).  

 Researchers were interested in the critical time period that was required to allow a novel 

taste to become familiar safe or familiar aversive thereby the results showed that the learned 

behaviors ranged from taste aversion to preference depending on the consequences following the 

ingestion of saccharin (Gutierrez, et al., 2003). It was concluded that the two distinct processes 

of attenuation to a novel taste and CTA have differential temporal sensitivities in the insular 

cortex for muscarinic receptor blockades and this causes attenuation for certain stimuli over 

others (Gutierrez, et al., 2003).  
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The use of a muscarinic antagonist proved to prevent the attenuation of a novel taste and 

supports the notion that under this condition, animals perceive the familiar taste as novel again. 

Researchers concluded that the taste memory trace has two associative phases in which it is 

processed independently relating to positive and negative consequences (Gutierrez, et al., 2003). 

It was the time periods of these phases that associated the taste as either safe or aversive as well 

as cortical muscarinic activity involving consolidation of this association afterwards (Gutierrez, 

et al., 2003).  

Cubero and Puerto (2000) studied the role of the insular cortex in inducing flavor-

preferences using delayed electrical self-stimulation of the prefrontal reward circuit. The insular 

cortex is therefore implicated to play a major role in processing salient features of food into 

positive and aversive information.  

Through the process of the stimulation methods, the present approach was to evaluate any 

shift that occurred in the hedonic value of a paired flavor from delayed electrical stimulation of 

the insular cortex. It is believed that by hyperactivating the salience of a targeted modulated-

incentive a shift would be induced (Cubero and Puerto, 2000).  

Electrical stimulation of the insular cortex was found to create clear preferences when a 

novel flavor was paired with it in a discriminative flavor-guided task (Cubero and Puerto, 2000).  

The present results imply that this stimulation of the insular cortex acts on cortico-limbic neural 

circuits that cause greater selective salience for the paired flavor in order to obtain the target that 

is associated with the hyperstimulation (Cubero and Puerto, 2000). It is generally agreed that 

activation of the insular cortex is involved in paired flavor-preferences for a flavored stimulus 

(Cubero and Puerto, 2000).   
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It is suggested from the data that the cholinergic system plays a role in encoding the 

conditioned stimulus in the insular cortex, providing evidence of a role for the insular cortex in 

CTA learning (Naor and Dudai, 1996). Researchers concluded overall that the cortical 

cholinergic system is critically involved in taste processing and CTA acquisition (Clark and 

Bernstein, 2009). It was concluded that the two distinct processes of attenuation to a novel taste 

and CTA have differential temporal sensitivities in the insular cortex for muscarinic receptor 

blockades and this causes attenuation for certain stimuli over others (Gutierrez, et al., 2003). It is 

generally agreed that activation of the insular cortex is involved in paired flavor-preferences for a 

flavored stimulus (Cubero and Puerto, 2000).   

Discussion 

The current research presented in this review is important for understanding the least well 

known sensory system of taste and broadening what is already known about gustatory neural 

coding. Mechanisms in the gustatory system are just recently being discovered for their roles in 

ingestive behaviors as well as the ability to make sound decisions for the food we ingest and the 

consequences (Lin, et al., 2009).  The ways in which we value food can be more fully understood 

through research of the neural coding from basic taste sensations into the forebrain insular cortex 

areas where we give meaning to the substances we ingest and how this impacts our physiology.  

The NST is identified as the primary synapse in the central pathway for taste (Di Lorenzo 

and Lemon, 2000). Research from this area has given us evidence for the theories of labeled-line 

and across-fiber pattern coding in order to discriminate the gustatory neurons that respond to the 

basic stimuli of the substances that we ingest. The main difference between labeled-line and 

across fiber patterns is whether there are a few taste primaries for a specific tastant or an infinite 

number of them (Contreras and Lundy, 2000). Peripheral and central nervous system afferent 
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cells are known to play a role in the neural coding process based on specialist and generalists 

categories of neural responses to various taste qualities of sweet, sour, bitter, and sour in the 

NST. It is suggested that inhibition arising from CT stimulation may shape the tuning profile of 

taste-responsive NST cells and overall, the NST cells are affected by inhibition that may predict 

whether they are broadly (long and variable latencies with long lasting inhibition) or narrowly 

(short latencies with short-lived inhibition) tuned across taste stimuli (Rosen and Di Lorenzo, 

2009). 

Projections from the NST to the PbN provide evidence for the second relay pathway of 

the gustatory system to show that the taste signals converge into higher-order cortex areas for 

greater discrimination and better processing of taste information. Evidence of this was found in 

which the PbN development depends significantly on the how quickly the NST maturates and 

therefore implies that the two areas are related in the processing of neuronal transduction 

(Walker and Hill, 1998).  

 From the collection of research for the PbN, neurotransmitters such as serotonin and 

glutamate are shown to affect the neural signals coming in as well as impact the descending 

outputs going from the PbN to the NST to influence further ingestion of substances.  

Research surrounding the insular cortex is highly involved with the formation of taste 

preferences and memories that share influences with other limbic forebrain areas. Taste-guided 

behavior is also exhibited through the insular cortex as results for CTA formation are influenced 

by the activity in this area through studies using manipulations of gustatory receptors (Gutierrez, 

et al., 2003). It is suggested that the cholinergic system plays a role in encoding the conditioned 

stimulus in the insular cortex, providing evidence of a role for the insular cortex in CTA learning 

(Naor and Dudai, 1996). Studies of measurements of neuron refractory periods also suggest that 
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the temporal characteristics of neurons may be connected to the location of higher-order neurons 

in gustatory coding.   
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